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Data Governance Act (DGA)
• Re-use of protected data held by public sector bodies
•
•

Open data already has an important economic impact
Hopefully the re-use of protected data will also have such an impact

• Data intermediation services
•

Will indeed contribute to the efficient pooling of (public and private) data
as well as to the facilitation of bilateral data sharing data spaces and data for AI

• Data altruism
•

Should also be of benefit to public policies (e.g. public health)

• Impact on Flemish government:
•

Creation of the Flemish data utility company Flanders pioneer in ‘datatech’

•
•

•

Providing data intermediation services
Offering personal data vaults to Flemish citizens

A lot of additional support organisations:
•

Single information point, competent body, competent authorities
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Data Act (DA)
• Ensuring B2B and B2C data sharing
•
•

Important to open up the data generated by IoT products and services
Also government organisations are increasingly using IoT devices (sensors)

• Making data available to public sector bodies based on exceptional need
•
•

Will hopefully contribute to a more effective response to public emergencies
But what precisely can be understood by “exceptional need”?

• Facilitating switching between data processing services
•

Necessary to create a viable European cloud and data infrastructure (Gaia-X)

• Interoperability through implementing acts

Technical standards are very important to make data flow smoothly

•

• Impact on Flemish government:
•

Availability of IoT data is important for the creation of a “digital twin” of Flanders

•

•

Flemish Sensor Data Space: collecting real-time sensor data for mobility, environment…

Also additional support organisations:
•

One or more competent authorities
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Three reasons why data is not yet flowing
smoothly…

Fear of losing control
of your data

Trust between parties
is lacking

No sockets for data

Citizens and companies are
increasingly aware of the
value of their data but are
afraid how it will be
(mis)used.

Sharing data with and
between companies and
governments requires a
great deal of trust.

Standardisation of data is
necessary to make it flow
smoothly (230 volt, 50
hertz).
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“

Just as water, electricity and
media have been developed
into high-performance and
standardised networks, data
must also be more easily
accessible, standardised and
secure so that our citizens,
economic actors and society
can use it for innovations
and new applications.

Samen
bouwen we vandaag
aan de overheid van morgen

